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This chapter provides a comprehensive assessment of existing
transportation conditions within the Town of Los Gatos and in the larger
regional context of the San Francisco Bay Area. Ultimately, the
assessment of existing conditions will help the Town develop a General
Plan update strategy to encourage an integrated, multimodal
transportation system that meets the needs of Los Gatos, while still
retaining the Town’s unique character. The Mobility chapter includes
several aspects of transportation including: roadways and functional
classifications; the multimodal transportation system; complete streets;
pedestrian facilities; bicycle facilities; transit services and facilities; goods
movement; Transportation Demand Management (TDM); parking; and the
mobility regulatory setting.
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Key Terms
AB 1358. Assembly Bill 1358, the Complete Streets Act. California Law
that requires cities and counties, when updating general plans, ensure
local streets and roads meet the needs of all users.
AB 1600. Assembly Bill 1600, the Mitigation Fee Act. California Act that
establishes procedures for establishing and collecting development
impact fees.
AB 32. Assembly Bill 32, the Global Warming Solutions Act. California
Law that addresses global warming by establishing a program to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
ACS. American Community Survey. Ongoing survey by the U.S. Census
Bureau which gathers information such as commute data for residents.
ADA. Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Civil rights law that
prohibits discrimination based on disability.
ADT. Average Daily Traffic. A measurement of the number of vehicles
over a 24-hour period.

CEQA. California Environmental Quality Act. A California law that requires
State and local agencies to identify potential significant environmental
impacts of their actions and avoid or mitigate those actions.
CIP. Capital Improvement Program. Short-range (typically 5-year) plan
used to identify and prioritize infrastructure projects and program funds
required to develop and maintain the Town’s infrastructure
CMP. Congestion Management Program. A comprehensive
transportation improvement program prepared by local jurisdictions that
will reduce traffic congestion and improve land use decision-making and
air quality.
Complete Streets. A transportation policy and design approach that
requires streets to be planned, designed, operated, and maintained to
enable safe and convenient access for all users regardless of their mode
of transportation, age, and ability.
GHG. Greenhouse Gas. A gas which absorbs and emits radiant energy
within the thermal infrared range. Greenhouse gases are the primary
cause of global warming.

AV. Autonomous Vehicle. Self-driving car that can sense its environment
and move with little to no human intervention.

GMAP. Goods Movement Action Plan. A plan to improve and expand
California’s goods movement industry and infrastructure to generate jobs,
increase mobility, improve air quality, enhance public and port safety, and
improve the quality of life for California residents.

BAAQMD. Bay Area Air Quality Management District. Public Agency that
regulates the air quality throughout the Bay Area.

Headway. Measurement of the distance or time between vehicles in a
transit network.

Bulb-out. Or curb extension, a traffic calming measure used to extend a
sidewalk that reduces the pedestrian crossing distance and allows drivers
to more easily see pedestrians.

HOV. High Occupancy Vehicle. A vehicle with a driver and one or more
passengers.

Caltrans. California Department of Transportation.
CCBC. Cross County Bikeway Corridors. Corridors which extend
throughout the Bay Area that will provide continuous, complete bicycle
connections.

I. Interstate
LOS. Level of Service. Measures the quality of vehicle traffic service.
Used to analyze roadways and intersections by assigning quality levels of
traffic based on measures of speed, density, and congestion.
Micro-Mobility. Self-owned and shared forms of mobility such as electric
scooters (e-scooters) and electric bikes (e-bikes).
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Mid-Block Crossing. Marked locations between intersections where
marked crosswalks have been provided to pedestrians.
Mode Share. The proportion of travelers taking different transportation
modes (i.e., driving alone, transit users, cycling, walking).
MTC. Metropolitan Transportation Commission.

VMT. Vehicle-Miles Traveled. Measures the total amount of vehicular
travel by service population for a specific area and is used to analyze
potential air quality and greenhouse gas impacts.
VTA. Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority.
VTP. Valley Transportation Plan. Santa Clara County long-range
transportation plan.

OPR. The California Governor’s Office of Planning and Research.
Raised Crosswalk. A raised pedestrian crosswalk that serves as a traffic
calming measure by extending the sidewalk across the road and bringing
motor vehicles to the pedestrian level.
SB 743. Senate Bill 743. A California Senate Bill that requires a change to
vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) as the primary metric for measuring
transportation impacts under CEQA.
Sharrow. A street marking placed in the vehicular travel lane to indicate
where people should preferably cycle and is used to enhance the safety of
cyclists using the same travel lane with vehicles.
SR. State Route.
SWITRS. Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System. A database that
serves as a means to collect and process data gathered from collision
scenes.
TDM. Transportation Demand Management. Strategies to reduce vehicle
travel, with an emphasis during travel peak periods, intended to reduce
congestion and improve traffic flow without having to increase the
capacity or physical size of a piece of transportation infrastructure.
TIMS. Transportation Inquiry Mapping System. A database from the
University of California Berkeley that serves as an open data source for
SWITRS data.
TNC. Transportation Network Company (i.e., Lyft, Uber). A ridesharing
service company that provides mobility as a service.
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4.1 Roadways and Functional Classifications
This section describes the existing regional highway system and the local
street circulation system for Los Gatos. The regional highway system and
roadway classifications described in this section are illustrated in
Figure 4.1-1.

Major Findings
▪

Los Gatos streets are currently categorized according to their
functional classification, which emphasizes automobile traffic
flow and does not typically consider the individual travel
characteristics and priorities of cyclists, pedestrians, transit users,
and vehicles. Defining street “typologies” beyond the existing
functional roadway classifications could better support a
multimodal transportation network in the Town of Los Gatos.

Existing Conditions
Regional Highway System
The three major highways that run through Los Gatos are State Route
(SR) 9, also known as Los Gatos-Saratoga Road within the Town, SR 17,
and SR 85. SR 9 is a major surface street while SR 17 and SR 85 are
freeways. There are four freeway interchanges within the Town, one in the
northern end of Los Gatos at Lark Avenue and two towards the southern
end at Los Gatos-Saratoga Road and South Santa Cruz Avenue. SR 17
runs north-south through the Town, connecting Los Gatos to San José
and Santa Cruz, and provides regional access to Interstate (I) 880 and SR
85. SR 9 runs east-west through the southern end of Los Gatos,
connecting to SR 17, and south through the Santa Cruz Mountains to SR
1. SR 85 runs east-west through the northern end of Los Gatos and
provides regional access to US 101, Mountain View, and south San Jose ,
I 280, I 880/SR 17, and SR 87.

SR 17 at the E. Main Street overpass.
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Figure 4.1-1: Roadway Network
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Existing Regional Functional Roadway Classifications
In Los Gatos, the local street system is organized into a hierarchy of six
roadway types according to the existing Los Gatos Street Design
Standards and the 2020 Los Gatos General Plan. The Los Gatos Street
Design Standards classify all streets within the Town according to their
functional classification.
Functional classifications of roadway networks categorize streets by
purpose, location, and typical land uses to which they provide access. The
functional classification system does not typically consider travel
characteristics and travel priorities for cyclists, pedestrians, transit users,
and vehicles of certain areas of Los Gatos. Because streets oftentimes
have multiple functions, defining street “typologies” beyond the existing
functional roadway classifications could better support a multimodal
transportation network. This concept is described further in the Complete
Streets section (see Section 4.3) of the Background Report.
The functional roadway classifications for Los Gatos include arterial
streets, collector streets, neighborhood collector streets, hillside collector
streets, local streets, and special design streets. The hierarchy is based
on the degree of mobility and amount of local access provided by each
roadway.
Arterial Streets
Arterial streets typically accommodate two or more lanes of traffic in each
direction, providing access to the regional highway system, collector
roads, and local streets. Examples of arterial streets include Los Gatos
Boulevard and Winchester Boulevard.
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Los Gatos Boulevard, an example of an Arterial Street in the Town of Los Gatos.

Collector Streets
Collector streets provide circulation within and between neighborhoods.
Collector streets usually serve short trips from local and neighborhood
streets and distributing traffic to the arterial network. Examples of
collector streets are Main Street, University Avenue, and North Santa Cruz
Avenue.
Neighborhood Collector Streets
Neighborhood collector streets predominantly carry traffic generated
within a neighborhood and distributes traffic to collector and arterial
streets. Examples of neighborhood collector streets include Alberto Way,
Tait Avenue, and Wedgewood Avenue.
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▪
▪

Protection of existing trees within the right-of-way; and
Special treatment of transition sections when conforming to
standard street sections.

Examples of special design streets in Los Gatos include North Santa Cruz
Avenue and Montebello Way.

Taft Avenue, an example of a Neighborhood Collector Street in the Town of Los Gatos.

Hillside Collector Streets
Hillside collector streets serve properties located in hillside areas, carrying
traffic to either arterial streets, collectors, or neighborhood collectors. An
example of a hillside collector street is Kennedy Road.
Local Streets
Local streets support local and neighborhood traffic movement. Local
streets typically carry traffic from individual properties to collector and
arterial streets and are not designed to accommodate through traffic.
Most local streets are in residential neighborhoods. An example of a local
street is Pine Avenue.
Special Design Streets
Special design streets are used when warranted by unique land use,
circulation, or environmental conditions. These streets can either be
arterial streets, collectors, existing local hillside streets, or scenic
residential streets. An example of a special design street is North Santa
Cruz Avenue. Features typically considered when designing special
design streets include:
▪

Retention of existing physical amenities;
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N. Santa Cruz Avenue, an example of a Special Design Street in Downtown Los Gatos.

Planned Roadway Improvements
The Town uses the Los Gatos Streets Program that lists all Capital
Improvement Program (CIP) projects by year, including the street
improvement programs that assign roadway improvement projects. The
Street Improvements section (2018) contains a list of the Town Capital
Improvement Program projects that improve roadway function. Typical
street improvement projects include sidewalks, curbs, gutters, storm
drains, the undergrounding of utilities, intersection improvements,
sidewalk and median ramps, crosswalk enhancements, street lighting, and
retaining walls. The proposed roadway improvements in Los Gatos
funded under this program include:
▪
▪
▪

Los Gatos Boulevard/Shannon Road
Hernandez Avenue Storm Drain
Blossom Hill Road/Cherry Blossom Lane Intersection
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▪

Projects identified through 2016 Measure B, the Bicycle and
Pedestrian Master Plan (BPMP), Valley Transportation Plan 2040
(VTP 2040), and the Safe Routes to School (SR2S) Study on
Traffic Around Schools.

Safe Routes to School Planned Roadway Facilities
Los Gatos partnered with the Los Gatos Union School District, the Los
Gatos-Saratoga Joint Union High School District, and Hillbrook School to
conduct a traffic study around local schools to evaluate all modes of
transportation. The Town Council approved the final traffic study, which
was published in 2016. The final traffic study identified capital projects
that the Town can prioritize as part of their CIP. Some planned Roadway
facility projects from the traffic study are:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Shannon Road Resurfacing and Pathway Improvements
Shannon Road Speed Tables
Shannon Road Speed Limit
Daves Avenue and Poppy Lane Left Turn Lane Installation
Poppy Lane Driveway Reconfiguration
Poppy Lane Right Turn Lane Improvements
Los Gatos Boulevard Capacity Improvements
Los Gatos Boulevard Frontage-Driveway Circulation
Egress Nino Avenue Driveway-Sight Distance Improvements
Blossom Hill Road and Roberts Road Improvements
Los Gatos Boulevard Corridor Improvements
Los Gatos Boulevard and SR 9 Intersection Improvement
Los Gatos Boulevard Widening-South of Loma Alta Avenue
E. Main Street and Pleasant Street‐
Jackson Street Sight Distance Improvements
Hilow Road Improvements
New York Avenue Street Resurfacing
Chicago Avenue-Right Turn Only Restriction

Regulatory Setting
The regulatory setting for this section overlaps substantially with other
sections in Chapter 4. All Federal, State, and local regulatory setting
pieces are consolidated in Section 4.11.
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4.2 Multimodal System
This section includes key facts related to the existing performance of the
Town’s multimodal transportation system. The multimodal system
section documents existing travel options for residents and workers of the
Town, existing Town-wide vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) estimates,
intersection levels-of-service (LOS), and collision trends and locations.

Major Findings
▪

Currently, the predominate method of commuting to work for
residents and employees of Los Gatos is driving alone; second is
carpooling.

▪

Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) such as Lyft and Uber
are providing mobility as a service, and the prospect of
autonomous vehicles (AVs) may result in a transportation future
where many Americans might not own a vehicle, but still ride in an
automobile.

▪

The population is aging, which is placing a premium on designing
a transportation system that accommodates users of all ages.

▪

The transition to VMT per service population (residents and
employees) as the prescribed California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) transportation metric (as required by Senate Bill 743) will
represent an opportunity to continue to develop a more
sustainable land use and transportation system. However, the
Town will need to take care in setting new CEQA thresholds of
impact significance. The thresholds will need to be based on
substantial supporting evidence and will likely need to take into
consideration how the Town currently generates VMT per capita
relative to the regional average.

▪

The implementation of SB 743 represents a challenge to “Day
One” implementation of the General Plan as the implementation
of VMT as the CEQA transportation metric is expected to go into
full effect on July 1, 2020.
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Existing Conditions

are relatively high in Los Gatos. This trend will continue to increase
vehicular traffic and roadway congestion.

Existing Travel Choices
Residents and employees in Los Gatos use many different forms of
transportation. The proportion of travelers taking different transportation
modes (i.e., driving alone, transit users, cycling, walking) is referred to as
“mode share.” While commute mode share only represents a portion of all
travel, the United States Census and American Community Survey (ACS)
(2016) provides additional, readily available data. Commuting behavior
data is based on ACS 5-year estimates. The travel to work mode shares
for Los Gatos and Santa Clara County residents and employees are shown
in Table 4.2-1.
Table 4.2-1

Average Travel to Work Mode Share-Los Gatos and Santa
Clara County (2012-2016 average)
Los Gatos

Mode of
Travel

Residents

Santa Clara County

Employees

Residents

Employees

Walk

0.9%

n/a

2.0%

n/a

Bicycle

0.8%

n/a

1.9%

n/a

81.6%

78.1%

76.0%

75.1%

Carpool

5.3%

10.5%

10.4%

10.8%

Public Transit

1.0%

1.5%

4.1%

4.9%

Other

1.0%

n/a

0.8%

n/a

Work at
Home

9.3%

n/a

4.7%

n/a

Drive Alone

Bicycle parked at the Main and Santa Cruz VTA bus stop in Downtown Los Gatos.

Source: US Census, 2012-2016 American Community Survey (ACS) 5-Year Estimates

Residents and employees of Los Gatos tend to drive alone at higher rates
than Santa Clara County residents and employees. Similarly, Los Gatos
residents and employees use public transit less than the County average.
Table 4.2-1 shows that transit, bicycle, and pedestrian trips total less than
three percent of all commute trips by Los Gatos residents. Ultimately,
driving alone increases congestion on the transportation system, and
increases the generation of vehicle-miles traveled per capita.
Figure 4.2-1 shows resident work travel mode patterns by location using
census block groups. On average, drive alone rates are lower for residents
living on Los Gatos Boulevard, Main Street, and along existing Class I Bike
Paths. Residents are more likely to use alternative modes of travel such
as bicycling if they have access to safe bicycle routes. Drive alone rates
Public Draft Background Report | March 2019
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Figure 4.2-1: Drive Alone Rates
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Existing Vehicle-Miles Traveled (VMT)
VMT measures the total amount of vehicular travel by service population
for a specific area and analyzes potential air quality and greenhouse gas
impacts. The generation of VMT is influenced by several factors that may
or may not be affected by Town goals, policies, and plans. These
influential factors include, but are not limited to:
▪
▪
▪

▪

Table 4.2-2

Vehicle-Miles Traveled (VMT) Estimates for Year 2015Preliminary Draft
Measure

41,819

1,859,929

7,393,077

22,012

937,649

3,536,330

Jobs

26,031

1,011,812

3,689,025

311,338

12,169,778

52,301,157

14.14

12.98

14.79

379,699

14,614,618

51,761,695

14.59

14.44

14.03

The diversity, density, and locations of land uses internal and
external to the Town;

Work-VMT Generated by Employers

Work-VMT Rate (per Employed
Resident)
Work-VMT Rate (per Job)
Notes:

Access to destinations (accessibility) and speed of
travel/congestion (mobility) along automobile, bicycle, pedestrian,
and transit systems; and
Costs of travel (e.g., gas prices, transit fares, auto/bike
maintenance costs).
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Bay Area
Region

Employed Residents

The location of the Town regionally (i.e., location within Santa
Clara County and the Bay Area Region);

The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) is the Congestion
Management Agency (CMA) for Santa Clara County. VTA has a statutory
role to work with its 15 Member Agencies on issues related to land use
and transportation, through its Congestion Management Program (CMP).
As part of this role, VTA is assisting its member agencies with
transitioning from LOS to VMT, by developing baseline (2015) VMT
estimates of average weekday work-related rates per service population
for each jurisdiction using the VTA travel demand model. Table 4.2-2
provides the preliminary draft VMT per service population estimates for
residential and employment land uses developed by VTA for Los Gatos,
Santa Clara County, and the nine-County Bay Area Region.

Santa Clara
County

Population

Work-VMT Generated by Residents

California Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR) latest
guidance on the implementation of VMT analysis for CEQA transportation
analysis suggests a comparison between project-generated VMT per
service population and regional averages. The VMT analysis suggests
significance thresholds for many land uses is 15 percent below the
existing regional average VMT per service population. OPR notes,
however, that agencies have discretion to set CEQA VMT analysis
significance thresholds based on substantial evidence.

Los Gatos

1.

VMT estimates represent average weekday work-related VMT rates for the year
2015 and are preliminary draft numbers provided by VTA that are subject to
change.

2.

Population, employed residents, and jobs estimates are from ABAG Projection Se
ries 2013 for the year 2015 (Base Year).

3.

The landuse from the ABAG Projection Series 2013 were allocated to Traffic
Analysis Zones used in VTA Countywide Model based on the local review
process that took place around 2013 and 2014.

4.

For the purpose of estimating townwide average VMT rates, any zone that strad
dles the boundary of jurisdictions are included in all the jurisdictions it is partially
in. Therefore, the land use and VMT in these zones are counted in more than
one jurisdiction.

Source: Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA), May 2018

The VMT per service population data from the VTA travel demand model
yields the following conclusions on the existing state of VMT generation in
the Town:
▪

Residential VMT per capita (total VMT generated by residential
uses divided by the total number of employed residents) is almost
five percent lower than the Bay Area average (14.14 weekday daily
residential VMT per capita for Los Gatos versus 14.79 weekday
daily residential VMT per capita for the Bay Area); Los Gatos is
around eight percent higher than the Santa Clara County-wide
average of 12.98 weekday daily residential VMT per capita.

▪

Employee VMT per capita (total VMT generated by employment
uses divided by the total number of employees) is about four
percent higher than the Bay Area average (14.59 weekday daily
Page 4-11

employee VMT per capita for Los Gatos versus 14.03 weekday
daily employee VMT per capita for the Bay Area). The Santa Clara
County-wide employee VMT average is similar to the average in
Los Gatos.
As noted above, the Town can set CEQA thresholds of significance for
VMT analysis based on substantial evidence. A threshold of significance
defines the level at which traffic is considered to result in a significant
impact. VTA’s travel demand model data suggests that this effort may be
necessary as residential and employee VMT per capita in Los Gatos is
similar to regional averages, compared to the OPR-suggested significance
threshold, which is 15 percent below the existing regional average. The 15
percent gap is above the maximum expected reductions in VMT if
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies are implemented
for a given project. A 15 percent threshold may be appropriate for
employee VMT per capita for the Town; however, the attainability of a 15
percent threshold should be explored prior to setting the threshold.
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The development pattern in Los Gatos is primarily residential
neighborhoods, containing single-family detached residences served by
pockets of neighborhood commercial, and several large commercial areas
accessed by multilane arterial roadways. In addition, Los Gatos is located
further away from larger centers of employment in the Bay Area
compared to other cities. This means that many residents of Los Gatos
must travel to the northern-most areas of Santa Clara County and
throughout the Bay Area for work.

Average Daily Traffic (ADT) Counts
Average Daily Traffic is the typical daily traffic volume on a given street.
One-directional traffic volumes along streets in Los Gatos are shown on
Table 4.2-3. Existing traffic volumes range from 1,900 to 14,000 daily
vehicles.
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Table 4.2-3

Average Daily Traffic Counts
ID

Intersection

Jurisdiction

Direction

Average Daily Traffic Count1

1

Blossom Hill Road (Cherry Blossom Lane and Los
Gatos Boulevard)

Los Gatos

EB
WB

7,800
7,600

2

Blossom Hill Road (Greenridge Terrace and Union
Avenue)

Los Gatos

EB
WB

6,300
6,600

3

Blossom Hill Road (Harwood Road and Belwood
Gateway)

Los Gatos

EB
WB

9,500
9,300

4

East Main Street (Jackson Street and School Court)

Los Gatos

EB
WB

4,000
4,900

5

SR 9 (at West Town Limits)

Los Gatos

EB
WB

9,600
9,100

6

Kennedy Drive (West of Englewood Avenue)

Los Gatos

EB
WB

1,900
2,500

7

Lark Avenue (East of University Avenue)

Los Gatos

EB
WB

11,100
14,000

8

Los Gatos-Almaden Road (East of Peach Blossom
Lane)

Los Gatos

EB
WB

5,200
4,800

9

Los Gatos Boulevard (Farley Road and Los GatosAlmaden Road)

Los Gatos

NB
SB

13,900
15,900

10

Los Gatos Boulevard (Spencer Avenue and Nino
Avenue)

Los Gatos

NB
SB

9,300
9,000

11

Los Gatos Boulevard (South of Samaritan Drive)

Los Gatos

NB
SB

13,900
11,500

12

North Santa Cruz Avenue (Los Gatos-Saratoga and
Andrews Street)

Los Gatos

NB
SB

6,000
7,400

13

National Avenue (North of Carlton Avenue)

Los Gatos

NB
SB

1,900
2,600

14

Pollard Road (East of Quito Road)

Los Gatos

EB
WB

4,900
5,100

15

South Santa Cruz Avenue (Wood Road and SR 17 OnOff Ramp)

Los Gatos

NB
SB

2,500
2,700

16

Shannon Road (West of Englewood Avenue)

Los Gatos

EB
WB

2,400
2,700

17

University Avenue (South of Lark Avenue)

Los Gatos

NB
SB

3,900
3,700

18

West Main Street (North Santa Cruz Avenue and
University Avenue)

Los Gatos

EB
WB

4,800
3,600
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ID

Intersection

Jurisdiction

Direction

Average Daily Traffic Count1

19

Winchester Boulevard (La Rinconada Drive and Eaton
Lane)

Los Gatos

NB
SB

6,800
7,200

20

Winchester Boulevard (SR 85 and Knowles Drive)

Los Gatos

NB
SB

12,600
11,200

Notes:
1.

Average Daily Traffic Counts were collected on Thursday, January 17th, 2019. They are rounded to the nearest 100th.

Source: Fehr & Peers, 2019. Tube Counts collected by TDS, 2019.
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Existing Intersection Levels of Service
Another way of describing transportation system performance is the
average peak hour vehicle delay at key intersections in the Town. This is
done through a LOS evaluation, which is a qualitative description of traffic
flow based on factors such as speed, travel time, delay, and freedom to
maneuver. LOS is divided into six levels, from LOS A, as the best operating
conditions, to LOS F, or the worst operating conditions. LOS E represents
“at-capacity” operations. When traffic volumes exceed the intersection
capacity, stop-and-go conditions result, and operations are designated as
LOS F. As a performance metric, LOS focuses only on vehicle delay and
does not typically consider conditions for transit users, bicyclists, or
pedestrians.

Regional Traffic Patterns
Because Los Gatos is located between San Jose and Santa Cruz, it has
very little control over the regional traffic on its major thoroughfares.
Traffic congestion on SR 17, SR 9, and other roadways going through
Town has historically been an issue during peak commute periods and
summer months. Traffic volumes have been on the rise in the South Bay
and surrounding areas due to the increasing population. This has led to
the increased use of digital mapping applications which direct vehicular
traffic onto local streets, leading to gridlock and congestion. Some local
roads that are currently facing an increase in congestion include North
Santa Cruz Avenue, Winchester Boulevard, University Avenue, Los Gatos
Boulevard, and other local streets.

Traffic Calming Measures
In 2002, the Town adopted a Neighborhood Traffic Calming Program to
address various traffic concerns such as speeding, cut-through traffic,
truck intrusions, and commercial parking spill over. The 2020 General
Plan identified local streets, neighborhood streets, and hillside collectors
as potential considerations for traffic calming measures. The
Neighborhood Traffic Calming Program specifically excludes arterial
streets, which poses a challenge for the Town to manage regional cutthrough traffic when it is not addressed in the Traffic Calming Program.
The 2020 General Plan identifies the following traffic calming goals:
▪

Improving neighborhood safety for vehicles, pedestrians, and
bicyclists.
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▪

Reducing the number and severity of vehicle related accidents.

▪

Maintaining the speed of motor vehicles to the posted speed
limits.

▪

Preserving emergency vehicles’ response times.

▪

Decreasing the volume of extraneous/cut-through traffic.

▪

Maximizing the community participation and support in the
program.

▪

Limiting the impact on adjacent local streets.

For a local or collector street to qualify for a traffic calming project review
from the Town, it must meet or exceed at least one of the following
criteria:
▪

85th percentile speeds exceeding the posted speed limit by 5
mph.

▪

Traffic volumes exceeding 1,500 vehicles per day (vpd) for local
streets and 3,000 vpd for collector streets.

▪

Volume of trucks (over 30 feet in length) exceeding one half of
one percent of the total traffic volume.

▪

Curb parking occupancy exceeding 70 percent from 8 AM to 7
PM.

Signalized Intersection Analysis Methods
The method described in Chapter 16 of the 2000 Highway Capacity
Manual (HCM) (Special Report 209, Transportation Research Board) was
used to conduct the LOS calculations for the study intersections. This
method, which was approved by the Town and VTA, analyzes a signalized
intersection operation based on average control delay per vehicle. Control
delay includes the initial deceleration delay, queue move-up time, stopped
delay, and final acceleration delay.
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The LOS standard for CMP intersections (e.g., expressways) in Santa
Clara County is LOS E. The Town established a LOS D standard for
intersections, which means an intersection is typically operating with
moderate delay during peak hours. Table 4.2-3 describes the Signalized
Intersection LOS criteria.
Table 4.2-4

Signalized Intersection Level of Service (LOS) Criteria

Level of
Service
(LOS)

Description

Delay in
Seconds

A

Operations with very low delay occurring with favorable
progression and / or short cycle lengths.

B

Operations with low delay occurring with good progression
and / or short cycle lengths.

10.0 to 20.0

C

Operations with average delays resulting from fair
progression and / or longer cycle lengths. Individual cycle
failures begin to appear.

20.0 to 35.0

D

Operations with longer delays due to a combination of
unfavorable progression, long cycle lengths, and high
volume-to-capacity (V / C) ratios. Many vehicles stop, and
individual cycle failures are noticeable.

35.0 to 55.0

E

Operations with high delay values indicating poor
progression, long cycle lengths, and high V / C ratios.
Individual cycle failures are frequent occurrences.

55.0 to 80.0

F

Operations with delays unacceptable to most drivers
occurring due to over-saturation, poor progression, or very
long cycle lengths.

<10.0

> 80.0

Source: Traffic Level of Service Analysis Guidelines, VTA Congestion Management
Program, June 2003; and Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board,
2000.

Analysis Results
Fehr & Peers conducted weekday AM and PM peak period traffic counts
(vehicles, bikes, and pedestrians) for 10 key intersections. To represent
typical conditions, all data was collected during a typical non-holiday
weekday and while local schools were in session. Field observations were
conducted at the same time as the peak period traffic counts.
Intersection counts are reported in Appendix A. Level of service results
are presented in Table 4.2-4.
The results of the LOS Calculations indicate all of the study intersections
will operate at levels of service that meet existing standards.
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Table 4.2-5

Existing Intersection LOS Criteria

ID

Intersection

Jurisdiction

Peak Hour1

Delay

LOS2

1

Winchester Boulevard and Lark Avenue

Los Gatos

AM
PM

29.1
17.9

C
B

2

Los Gatos Boulevard and Samaritan Drive

Los Gatos

AM
PM

32.9
32.2

C
C

3

Los Gatos Boulevard and Lark Avenue

Los Gatos

AM
PM

49.0
37.1

D
D

4

Los Gatos Boulevard and Blossom Hill Road

Los Gatos

AM
PM

34.4
33.2

C
C

5

Los Gatos Boulevard and Los Gatos-Saratoga Road

Los Gatos

AM
PM

22.8
22.4

C
C

6

Los Gatos-Saratoga Road and University Avenue*

Los Gatos

AM
PM

37.6
32.1

D
C

7

North Santa Cruz Avenue and Los Gatos-Saratoga Road*

Los Gatos

AM
PM

45.0
32.3

D
C

8

North Santa Cruz-Winchester Boulevard and Blossom HillMariposa Road

Los Gatos

AM
PM

24.9
22.2

C
C

9

Main Street and North Santa Cruz Avenue

Los Gatos

AM
PM

20.0
33.5

C
C

10

Main Street and University Avenue

Los Gatos

AM
PM

14.9
19.3

B
B

Notes:
*

Denotes CMP (Congestion Management Program) facility

1.

AM = morning peak hour, PM = evening peak hour

LOS calculations conducted using the TRAFFIX level of service analysis software package, which applies the method described in the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual.
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2019.
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Collision Trends and Locations
The locations, primary factors, and severity of collisions in Los Gatos
provide invaluable information in guiding Town-wide transportation
planning and policy. Collision reports between January 2012 and
December 2016 (the most recently available five-year period) were
classified and analyzed by mode of travel to inform trends in pedestrian,
bicycle, and vehicle safety.1 Collision reports were obtained from the
Transportation Injury Mapping System (TIMS), which is a collision
database managed by the Safe Transportation Research and Education
Center at University of California, Berkeley. TIMS codes and maps all
injury collisions from the Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System
(SWITRS), managed by the California Highway Patrol. Collisions on SR 17
or SR 85 within the Town limits were not included in this analysis.

Figure 4.2-2 Severity of Collisions by Mode
10%
Vehicle - Pedestrian

58%

1% Fatal
Vehicle - Bicycle

60%

Collision Trends
There was a total of 374 reported injury collisions from 2012 to 2016 in
the Town. Of the 374 collisions, approximately 10 percent were vehiclepedestrian collisions, 30 percent were vehicle-bicycle collisions, and the
remaining were vehicle-vehicle collisions. A total of three fatalities
resulted from traffic collisions in Los Gatos from 2012 to 2016.
Compared to the Town travel to work mode share (see Section 4.2), those
who choose to walk are at the greatest risk to be seriously injured or killed
in a traffic collision. As shown in Figure 4.2-2, reported injury collisions
that involve vehicles and pedestrians are slightly more severe than vehiclevehicle collisions, with 10 percent of vehicle-pedestrian collisions resulting
in a severe injury, compared to nine percent of vehicle-vehicle collisions.

32%

36%

3%
1% Fatal
Vehicle - Vehicle

26%

65%

8%
0%
Fatal

Injury (Severe)

20%

40%

Injury (Other Visible)

60%

80%

100%

Injury (Complaint of Pain)

Source: Transportation Injury Mapping System (TIMS) database, January 1, 2012-December
31, 2016.

This analysis serves as a high-level review to identify general collision trends in the Town of
Los Gatos. Additional collision analysis would be needed to establish appropriate
countermeasures.
1
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Figure 4.2-3 shows the primary collision factors for all injury collisions
reported in Los Gatos from 2012 to 2016. Unsafe driving speeds
accounted for approximately one-third of all reported injury collisions.
Improper turning movements was the second most common factor,
accounting for just under a quarter of reported injury collisions.
Automobile right of way, meaning the automobile had priority, was the
third leading factor in Los Gatos.

Collision Locations
Figures 4.2-4, 4.2-5, and 4.2-6 show vehicle-pedestrian, vehicle-bicycle,
and vehicle-vehicle collision locations. One would expect more collisions
in areas with high vehicle, bicycle, and/or pedestrian activity. Key
observations from the heat maps conclude that:
▪

Vehicle-pedestrian collisions are concentrated Downtown, along
North Santa Cruz Avenue, University Avenue, and Main Street.

▪

Vehicle-bicycle collisions are clustered along Los Gatos
Boulevard, North Santa Cruz Avenue, and Saratoga-Los Gatos
Road.

▪

Vehicle-vehicle collisions are concentrated on Los Gatos
Boulevard, Winchester Boulevard, and along roadways near
Downtown. Other key intersections with a high number of vehiclevehicle collisions include Los Gatos Boulevard at Lark Avenue, Los
Gatos Boulevard at Blossom Hill Road, and North Santa Cruz
Avenue at Saratoga-Los Gatos Road.

Figure 4.2-3 Primary Collision Factors
Traffic Signals
and Signs
6%

Pedestrian
Right of Way
6%

Automobile
Right of Way
20%

Driving or Bicycling
Under the influence of
Alcohol or Drug
7%

Unsafe Speed
32%

Improper
Turning
22%
Wrong Side of
Road
7%

Source: Transportation Injury Mapping System (TIMS) database, January 1, 2012-December
31, 2016.
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Figure 4.2-4: Vehicle-Pedestrian Collision Locations
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Figure 4.2-5: Vehicle-Bicycle Collision Locations
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Figure 4.2-6: Vehicle-Vehicle Collision Locations
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Emerging Transportation Trends and Technologies
The field of transportation planning is evolving at a rate not seen since the
automobile was first mass produced in the early 20th Century. TNCs such
as Lyft and Uber are providing mobility as a service, and the prospect of
autonomous vehicles (AVs) may result in a transportation future where
many Americans might not own a vehicle, but still ride in an automobile.
New self-owned and shared forms of “micro-mobility” like electric
scooters (e-scooters) and electric bikes (e-bikes) have expanded rapidly in
major cities across the United States and may act as a catalyst for
encouraging more active transportation use and divert some short
distance trips from low occupancy automobile use. Additionally, the
population is aging, which is placing a premium on designing a
transportation system that accommodates users of all ages.

residences, and places of employment more convenient, which
could encourage transit use. One drawback to travel by AV/TNC
is that if they become so efficient and cheap they could make
transit usage (versus driving) less desirable. Also, since AV/TNCs
would likely be traveling between ride requests, there may be an
increase in empty vehicles on the road, which has implications for
VMT per capita generation.
▪

If AV/TNCs become more commonplace, it could reduce the need
for on-street and off-street parking. Surface parking lots could
then be re-used to accommodate additional development.

▪

If online retail continues to capture an increasing market share,
the demand for traditional retail space may be reduced. The rise
of delivery technologies, such as drone delivery and pick up/drop
off centers, may reduce the number of private retail trips.

▪

Testing of current AV operating parameters in freeway traffic
simulation models suggests an increase in freeway capacity from
about 2,000 vehicles per hour per lane to over 3,000 vehicles per
hour per lane. While this suggests that freeways will be able to
accommodate more vehicles in the future, the implication is that
interchanges, ramps, and arterials may need to be designed to
accommodate increased demands entering and exiting a freeway.

▪

Enhanced forms of micro-mobility could improve comfort levels
for travelers using alternative modes of transportation by
overcoming significant challenges, such as high-speed
differentials between cyclists and drivers and changes in
elevation, may increase demand for bike system infrastructure,
and influence how the transportation field thinks about complete
streets and area-wide curb space management strategies.

▪

Equity considerations for transportation may increase the need to
demonstrate that programs effectively serve all segments of the
community.

▪

Traditional methods of funding transportation programs (e.g., gas
tax) may become less dependable, and new funding streams may
be required to fund improvements to maintain the transportation
system. For example, Transportation Impact Fees can be

Autonomous vehicle (AV) being tested in the City of Mountain View.

There is not yet consensus as to how emerging transportation trends and
technologies will affect transportation. Testing of these emerging trends
through typical transportation forecasting tools (e.g., travel demand
models, traffic operations models) suggests the following potential
outcomes over the next 20 years:
▪

Operational efficiencies associated with AVs and the proliferation
of mobile connectivity may result in travel by TNCs becoming
more common. This could make trips between transit stations,
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initiated to help fund the transportation improvements that will be
needed as development occurs in the Town.
As land use and transportation are further linked, flexibility in both land
use and transportation planning will be critical in responding to the
uncertain future of transportation. Policies should be developed and
revisited over time to provide the Town with the flexibility to meet the
community’s goals.

Major Findings
▪

Los Gatos is required by the California Complete Streets Act to
ensure that local streets meet the needs of all users.

Existing Conditions
The California Complete Streets Act of 2008 (Assembly Bill 1358), as well
as recent changes in California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and
congestion management law, highlight a need for mobility elements to
have a broader focus that emphasizes other travel modes beyond driving.
It requires towns, cities, and counties, when updating their general plans,
to ensure that local streets meet the needs of all transportation system
users (e.g., cyclists, pedestrians, motorists, transit riders).
The California Department of Transportation defines a complete street as
“a transportation facility that is planned, designed, operated, and
maintained to provide safe mobility for all users, including bicyclists,
pedestrians, transit riders, truckers, and motorists, appropriate to the
function and context of the facility.” Every complete street looks different,
according to its context, community preferences, the types of road users,
and their needs.

E-scooters operated by Lime parked outside of a hotel in Downtown San Jose.

Regulatory Setting
The regulatory setting for this section overlaps substantially with other
sections in Chapter 4. All Federal, State, and local regulatory setting pieces
are consolidated in Section 4.11.

4.3 Complete Streets
Complete streets are streets designed to enable convenient, safe access
for everyone. This includes pedestrians, cyclists, motorists, and transit
riders of all ages and abilities.
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A complete street should be part of a comprehensive, integrated, and
connected transportation network. Complete streets should include a
balanced design that accommodates all modes of transportation, varied
uses and activities, and diverse, context-sensitive streetscape elements.
Pedestrian and bicycle facilities should be safe, efficient, and wellmaintained.
The Town completed the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan in 2017,
which included the review of the existing Town bicycle and pedestrian
related documents and Complete Streets policies.
VTA is in the process of developing a Complete Streets Program for Santa
Clara County in collaboration with its member agencies, Caltrans, and
MTC. The primary objective of this program is to form a process for
instituting incremental complete street improvements throughout Santa
Clara County. In 2017, VTA developed the Complete Streets Policy which
formalized the Complete Streets approach when designing infrastructure.
This policy directs VTA to adhere to the following principles when
administering transportation projects and programs:
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▪

Streets should serve all users of the roadway (including
pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit riders).

▪

When designing streets use context-sensitive design depending
on the location of the street in the area.

▪

Streets should maintain or enhance connectivity to the local and
regional transportation network.

▪

Streets should incorporate technology to improve operations and
enhance roadway safety to all users.

▪

Streets should be consistent with the adopted plans of the Town.

▪

Streets should maintain and enhance the current transportation
infrastructure.

▪

When designing new streets, it is important to seek and respond
to public input.

▪

Transportation projects must integrate Complete Streets policies
and infrastructure and use best practice standards and
guidelines.

VTA also completed a Complete Street Corridor Study in 2015, which
identified a list of potential corridors to study based on geographic
and demographic equity, regional significance, connections to major
destinations, employment and schools, core transit, and major bike
corridors. A 2.5-mile segment in Los Gatos on Los Gatos Boulevard
from SR 85 to Main Street was identified as a candidate corridor. VTA
met with their Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Working Group,
Technical Advisory Committee, and individual town, city, and county
staff to request feedback on the list of potential corridors, and
ultimately did not select the Los Gatos Boulevard corridor for potential
funding through available planning grant programs.

Regulatory Setting
The regulatory setting for this section overlaps substantially with other
sections in Chapter 4. All Federal, State, and local regulatory setting pieces
are consolidated in Section 4.11.
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4.4 Pedestrian Facilities
The Town recently completed its Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
(2017), which proposes an enhanced bicycle and pedestrian network that
is safe and provides access to key destinations in Town. The Plan
identifies pedestrian improvements, gaps in the pedestrian network, and
pedestrian enhancement prioritization. This section describes existing
and proposed pedestrian facilities within Town, including key pedestrian
destinations.

Major Findings
▪

There are some notable gaps in lighting, sidewalks, and crossing
infrastructure throughout Los Gatos, such as on Winchester
Boulevard from north of Daves Avenue to Lark Avenue.

▪

Downtown and the Los Gatos Creek Trail have the highest volume
of pedestrian activity.

▪

Los Gatos completed a Safe Routes to School traffic study (2016)
which identified capital projects to prioritize in future CIPs.

Existing Conditions
Existing Pedestrian Network
Los Gatos has many amenities that make walking an important and
accessible way to travel, including areas with level terrain, temperate
weather, and numerous destinations. Pedestrian facilities in the Town
include sidewalks, pathways, and crosswalks. Signals, lighting, trees, and
curb ramps also contribute to the quality of the pedestrian environment.
Sidewalks and pathways in a well-designed pedestrian network should
accommodate existing and expected pedestrian volumes. Sidewalk
design should incorporate ample buffering between pedestrians and
vehicle traffic to safely provide accessible travel routes for everyone,
including accessible space for wheelchairs and strollers. Traffic signals
should allow for adequate crossing time for pedestrians of all ages and
abilities. Improvements to the pedestrian network should comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), by including audible signals and
curb ramps.
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Los Gatos contains several multi-use trails, such as the Los Gatos Creek
Trail, that provide important connections and recreational opportunities
for residents and visitors.

▪

Downtown along North Santa Cruz Avenue and Old Town Plaza
along University Avenue;

▪

Retail, restaurant, and personal service destinations, particularly
those located along Los Gatos Boulevard;

▪

Local serving neighborhood centers;

▪

Los Gatos Library and Town Hall;

▪

Entrances to the Los Gatos Creek Trail and significant trailheads
at open space preserves;

▪

Parks and schools throughout the Town; and

▪

Los Gatos’ post office in the Downtown.

Pedestrian Network Improvements
Mid-block pedestrian crossing along Los Gatos Almaden Road.

Downtown Los Gatos is generally regarded as a walkable, attractive
destination for pedestrians. The sidewalk infrastructure in Los Gatos is
generally in fair condition, with an ever-increasing deferred maintenance
backlog of deteriorating sidewalk sections. There are some notable gaps
in lighting, sidewalks, and crossing infrastructure throughout Los Gatos.
This includes stretches of Winchester Boulevard from north of Daves
Avenue to Lark Avenue, Los Gatos Boulevard east of Downtown Los Gatos
(between Alpine Avenue to Loma Alta Avenue, south side of Los Gatos
Boulevard), north of Lark Avenue to the Town’s northern border, and
Blossom Hill Road from Linda Avenue to the Town’s eastern border at
Leigh Avenue. In some cases, sidewalks are present only on one side of
the roadway, as is the case along SR 9 when crossing SR 17 to Los Gatos
Boulevard.

Key Pedestrian Destinations
Key pedestrian destinations are locations within the Town that generate
the most pedestrian activity. Providing safe and convenient connections
to these key destinations supports and encourages multimodal
connectivity around the Town. Key pedestrian destinations in Los Gatos
include:
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To create a more accessible multi-modal network, some improvements
have been recommended in areas with high pedestrian volumes
surrounding key pedestrian destinations. This includes Downtown, school
walking routes, and commercial corridors adjacent to residential
neighborhoods. Multi-modal improvements would enhance pedestrian
safety, accessibility, and encourage pedestrian mobility.
The Los Gatos Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan recommends several
pedestrian network improvements in the Town, which are currently funded
as part of the 2018 Capital Improvement Project list. The following
pedestrian segments that are slated for improvements include:
▪

Shannon Road/Los Gatos Boulevard/Cherry Blossom Lane
Sidewalk Improvements.

▪

Stonybrook Road/Kennedy Road Sidewalk Improvements.

▪

SR 17 Bicycle and Pedestrian Bridge (over Nino Avenue).

Safe Routes to School Planned Pedestrian Facilities
In 2016, Los Gatos partnered with the Los Gatos Union School District, the
Los Gatos- Saratoga Joint Union High School District, and Hillbrook
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School to conduct a study of traffic around local schools to evaluate all
modes of transportation (see Page 4-5). The study identified capital
projects that could be prioritized in future Town Capital Improvement
Programs. Below are some planned pedestrian facility projects from the
traffic study:
▪

SR 9 and Massol Enhanced Crosswalk Improvements;

▪

Westchester Drive and Blossom Valley Drive Intersection
Improvements

East Main Street Speed Tables and/or Mid‐Block Crosswalk
Bulb-outs;

▪

Blossom Hill Trail Connector to LGUSD District Offices Feasibility
Study;

▪

Los Gatos Boulevard and Shannon Road Intersection
Improvements;

▪

Blossom Hill Road and Cherry Blossom Lane Intersection
Improvements;

▪

Blossom Hill Road and Los Gatos Boulevard Intersection
Improvements;

▪

Shannon Road and Shady View Lane Intersection Improvements;

▪

Blossom Hill Road and Cherrystone Drive-Hillbrook Drive Flashing
Beacon;

▪

Cherry Blossom Lane Sight Distance Improvements;

▪

Daves Avenue Crosswalk Improvements;

▪

Fisher Avenue and Nino Avenue Intersection Improvements

▪

▪

o

Raised Crosswalk

o

LED Enhanced STOP Signs

o

Van Meter School Pathway Widening;

o

Pedestrian Ramp Installation and Catch Basin Relocation

o

High Visibility Crosswalk Marking

o

LED Enhanced STOP Sign.

Regulatory Setting
The regulatory setting for this section overlaps substantially with other
sections in Chapter 4. All Federal, State, and local regulatory setting
pieces are consolidated in Section 4.11.

4.5 Bicycle Facilities
The Town has a bicycle facility network that provides a combination of
dedicated and shared street space for bicycling. Los Gatos is situated on
relatively level terrain with a temperate climate that makes biking an
accessible and convenient way to travel. The following section describes
existing conditions of Los Gatos bicycle facilities and identifies future
cyclist needs. Figure 4.5-5 (see page 4-30) shows bicycle facilities within
Los Gatos.

Major Findings
▪

The existing bicycle network in Los Gatos is composed of
approximately 13 miles of bikeways.

▪

Bicycle volumes are the highest with children riding to school,
recreation, and cyclists riding to work on Los Gatos Creek Trail,
Los Gatos Boulevard and Shannon Road, and the intersection of
Blossom Hill Road and Roberts Road.

Daves Avenue and Kavin Lane Intersection Improvements;
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Existing Conditions

Figure 4.5-1: Class I Bikeways (Bike Paths)

Types of Bikeways
Bikeways are typically divided into four categories, or classes. The four
classes of bikeways in Los Gatos are described in the Santa Clara
Countywide Bike Plan (2018) and the Los Gatos Bicycle and Pedestrian
Master Plan (2017). These descriptions are based on California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) classifications of bikeways from
California Assembly Bill 1193 and the Highway Design Manual (Chapter
1000: Bikeway Planning and Design). Each bikeway is intended to provide
bicyclists with enhanced riding conditions. Bikeways offer various levels
of separation from traffic based on traffic volume and speed. Bike lane
widths in Los Gatos are designed per Caltrans Design Standards (Highway
Design Manual Chapter 1000). The four bikeway types are presented
below.
Class I Bikeways (Bike Paths)
Class I bikeways are also described as bike paths, shared paths (shared
with pedestrians), and multi-use paths. Class I Bikeways provide a
completely separate right-of-way and are designated for the exclusive use
of bicyclists and pedestrians with minimized vehicle and pedestrian crossflow. In general, bike paths serve corridors not served by streets and
highways or where sufficient right-of-way exists to allow such facilities to
be separated from streets and potential vehicle conflicts. An example of a
Class I bike path in Los Gatos is Los Gatos Creek Trail. Figure 4.5-1
shows a concept drawing for a Class I Bikeway.

Class II Bikeways (Bike Lanes)
Class II Bikeways, or bike lanes, are lanes for bicyclists generally adjacent
to outer vehicle travel lanes. These lanes have special lane markings,
pavement legends, and signage. Bicycle lanes are generally five (5) feet
wide. Adjacent vehicle parking and crossing vehicle/pedestrian traffic are
typically permitted. Examples of a Class II bike lanes in Los Gatos are on
Los Gatos Boulevard, Main Street, and Winchester Boulevard. Figure 4.5-2
shows a concept drawing for a Class II Bikeway.
While there are many bike lanes in Los Gatos with green-stripes, such as
on Blossom Hill Road, most bike lanes are located next to on-street
parking and are striped only on the left side, which requires cyclists and
motorists to share one lane. This increases the potential for injuries to
bicyclists from open car doors. It would benefit bike lanes to be striped on
both sides and painted green.
Figure 4.5-2: Class II Bikeways (Bike Lanes)

Los Gatos Creek Trail is a resource to Los Gatos residents that provides
recreation and commuting benefits. Improvements to Los Gatos Creek
Trail such as separation of cyclists and pedestrians could improve the
safety and function of the trail.

Class III Bikeways (Bike Routes)
Class III Bikeways (Bike Routes) are designated by signs or pavement
markings for shared use with pedestrians or motor vehicles but have no
separated bike right-of-way or lane striping. Bike routes serve to either
provide continuity to other bicycle facilities or designate preferred routes
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through high traffic corridors. An example of a Class III bike route in Los
Gatos is University Avenue between SR 9 and Blossom Hill Road. Figure
4.5-3 shows a concept drawing for a Class III Bikeway.
Most bike routes in Los Gatos have limited signage and no markings for
cyclists. To improve existing bike routes, there is the potential to install a
“sharrow” or pavement markings and signage.
Figure 4.5-3: Class III Bikeways (Bike Routes)

Strong and Fearless: People who will ride regardless of roadway
conditions, and who are willing to use streets with high traffic volumes
and/or speeds, and who do not necessarily prefer to use dedicated
facilities such as bicycle lanes. Strong and fearless riders make up less
than one percent of the adult population;
Enthused and Confident: These bicycle riders will share street space with
automobiles, especially if traffic speeds are slow and volumes are low but
prefer to use dedicated facilities such as bike lanes, bike paths, and cycle
tracks. Enthused and confident riders make up approximately 5-10
percent of the population;
Interested but Concerned: These people are unwilling to ride on streets
with high volumes or speeds of vehicle traffic, even if a bike lane is
provided. They may bicycle within their neighborhoods but are unlikely to
commute to work via bicycle or to ride for longer distances. Interested but
concerned riders comprise up to 60 percent of the population;

Class IV Bikeways (Cycle Tracks)
Class IV Bikeways (Cycle tracks or Protected Bike Lanes) provide a rightof-way designated exclusively for bicycle travel within a roadway and
which are protected from other vehicle traffic with devices, including, but
not limited to, grade separation, flexible posts, inflexible physical barriers,
or parked cars. There are no Class IV bikeways in Los Gatos. Figure 4.5-4
shows a concept drawing for a Class IV Bikeway.
Figure 4.5-4: Class IV Bikeways (Cycle Tracks)

No Way, No How: These people are not willing to ride bicycles for
transportation under any conditions. They make up approximately onethird of the population.

Existing and Planned Bicycle Network
Existing Bicycle Facilities
The existing bicycle network in Los Gatos is composed of approximately
13 miles of bikeways. There are about four miles of Class I Bike Paths,
five miles of Class II Bike Lanes, and three miles of Class III Bike Routes.
There are currently no Class IV bikeways in the Town. Figure 4.5-1 shows
existing bicycle facilities in the Town of Los Gatos. These facilities
include:
▪

Class I Bike Paths
o

Types of Cyclists
Many people are willing to ride bicycles for recreation, yet they differ in
their readiness to use bicycles for transportation. The Portland (OR)
Bureau of Transportation has developed a typology for cyclists which
divides the population into four groups:
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▪

Los Gatos Creek Trail

Class II Bike Lanes
o

Winchester Boulevard

o

Main Street

o

Los Gatos Boulevard
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▪

o

Blossom Hill Road

Key Bicycle Destinations

o

Los Gatos - Almaden Road

Key bicycle destinations are locations within the Town that attract
bicyclists and include many of the same destinations listed for
pedestrians (see Section 4.4 Pedestrian Destinations), such as schools,
parks, trails, public facilities (e.g., Town Hall, post office, library),
Downtown, and other significant retail corridors throughout the Town.
Key bicycle destinations can also include connections to regional bicycle
corridors that provide bicyclists with access to many key destinations
located in neighboring cities, such as Monte Sereno, Campbell, Saratoga,
and other areas within the greater Bay Area.

Class III Bike Routes
o

University Avenue (SR 9 and Blossom Hill Road)

Bicycle volumes are the highest with children riding to school, recreation,
and cyclists riding to work on Los Gatos Creek Trail, Los Gatos Boulevard
and Shannon Road, and the intersection of Blossom Hill Road and Roberts
Road.

Bicyclist riding on the Los Gatos Creek Trail.

VTA has recently updated and adopted the Santa Clara Countywide
Bicycle Plan (May 2018), which established a network of Cross County
Bikeway Corridors (CCBCs), identified locations where new and improved
bicycle connections are needed, and identified ways to make it easier for
people to use bicycles with transit. Within the Town, the Los Gatos Creek
Trail, the Historic De Anza Trail, and several roadways, specifically
Saratoga-Los Gatos Road, Los Gatos-Almaden Road, and portions of Los
Gatos Boulevard, Blossom Hill Road, and Winchester Boulevard, are
identified as “Priority” CCBCs in the Santa Clara Countywide Bicycle Plan.
Priority CCBCs have a high potential for future bicycle ridership and a high
need for improvements. Providing access to the CCBCs identified in the
Countywide Bicycle Plan is an opportunity for the Town to encourage
more longer-distance bicycle travel beyond the limits of Los Gatos.
Existing Bicycle Parking
There are bike racks around the Town primarily located at bus stops,
schools, along the Los Gatos Creek Trail, in Downtown, and around retail
centers. Often bicycle parking is not available near trail access points,
such as the Ridge Trail at Heintz Open Space.
Planned Bicycle Facilities

Example of a Class II Bike Lane along Los Gatos-Almaden Road.
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The Santa Clara Countywide Bicycle Plan synthesizes other local and
County plans into a comprehensive 20-year cross-county bicycle corridor
network and expenditure plan. The long-range countywide transportation
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plan and the means by which projects compete for funding and
prioritization are documented in the Valley Transportation Plan (VTP)
2040 (adopted in 2014). VTA has adopted the Santa Clara Countywide
Bicycle Plan (May 2018), which is a planned bicycle network of 24 routes
of countywide or intercity significance.
The Los Gatos Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan (2017) identifies
several network recommendations and prioritization projects for Class I, II,
III, and IV bikeways, which includes several Safe Routes to School
Projects. Future bicycle facilities are shown on Figure 4.5-5. Some future
bicycle network projects include:
▪

▪

▪

Class I Bike Paths:
o

Union Pacific Railroad right of way from Winchester
Boulevard (just south of SR 85) to Western Town Limits.

o

Bicycle/Pedestrian Bridge connecting Los Gatos Creek
Trail to Farley Road.

Class II Bike Lanes:

▪

o

Sharrows on National Avenue between Samaritan Drive
and Los Gatos-Almaden Road.

o

Sharrows on Cherry Blossom Lane between Los GatosAlmaden Road and Blossom Hill Road.

o

Sharrows on Camino Del Cerro between Los Gatos
Almaden Road and Blossom Hill Road.

o

Sharrows on Santa Cruz Avenue/Winchester Boulevard
between Main Street and Shelburne Way.

o

Sharrows on Miles Avenue between University Avenue
and Balzer Field entrance to Los Gatos Creek Trail.

o

Sharrows on Marchmont Drive and Hilow Road between
Englewood Avenue and Shannon Road.

Class IV Cycle Tracks/ Protected Bike Lanes:
o

Winchester Boulevard from Albright Way to the Northern
Town Limits.

o

Lark Avenue from Winchester Boulevard to Los Gatos
Boulevard.

o

Pollard Road from Knowles Drive to Quito Road.

o

More Avenue from Pollard Road to Bicknell Road.

o

o

Knowles Drive from Pollard Road to the Los Gatos Creek
Trail.

Los Gatos Boulevard from Lark Avenue to Blossom Hill
Road.

o

Roberts Road East from Blossom Hill Road to Los Gatos
Boulevard.

o

Bicknell Road from Quito Road to More Avenue.

o

Los Gatos Boulevard from Lark Avenue to the Northern
Town Limits (SR 85).

o

Union Avenue from Thomas Drive to Los Gatos-Almaden
Road.

o

Blossom Hill Road from Camino Del Cerro to the Eastern
Town Limits.

o

Los Gatos Saratoga Road (SR 9) from University Avenue
to Los Gatos Boulevard.

Regulatory Setting
The regulatory setting for this section overlaps substantially with other
sections in Chapter 4. All Federal, State, and local regulatory setting
pieces are consolidated in Section 4.11.

Class III Bike Routes:
o

Sharrows on University Avenue between Main Street and
Lark Avenue (including existing facilities between SR 9
and Shelburne Way).
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Figure 4.5-5: Existing and Future Bicycle Network
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4.6 Transit Services and Facilities
This section describes public transit facilities located in Los Gatos.

Major Findings
▪

Los Gatos is currently serviced by six bus routes operated by VTA.

▪

Once VTA’s Next Network takes effect in Los Gatos (planned after
BART service to Santa Clara County begins), there will be three
bus routes serving Los Gatos.

Existing Conditions
Los Gatos is currently served by six bus routes operated by VTA, which
are listed in Table 4.6-1 and shown on Figure 4.6-1. Route 27 connects
Good Samaritan Hospital to Kaiser San Jose and operates in the
northeast corner of Los Gatos. Route 37 provides service between West
Valley College to Capitol Light Rail Station in San Jose and includes stops
along Pollard Road in the north-western most portion of the Town. Routes
48 and 49 connect the Los Gatos Civic Center to the Winchester Transit
Center and operate north to south. Routes 61 and 62 extend north and
connect the Good Samaritan Hospital to the Sierra and Piedmont Station.
In addition, the last stop of VTA’s Mountain View - Winchester light rail
line, Winchester Station, is approximately one and a half miles from the
Town of Los Gatos and is accessible via Routes 48 and 49.
In addition to the VTA transit network, there is a new School Bus Pilot
Service (implemented in 2019) ran by Student Transportation of America.
Route A runs from North Los Gatos to Fisher and Blossom Hill. Route B
runs from the Mountains to Los Gatos High School and Fisher Middle
School.
Table 4.6-1 summarizes existing transit services for Los Gatos including
operating hours, peak headways, and average ridership of the entire bus
route for weekdays and weekends (Saturday only) for each route. Of the
routes that serve Los Gatos, Routes 61 and 62 are the more frequently
used routes with approximately 1,500 and 1,400 average weekday
boardings for the entire route.
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VTA light rail train waiting for passengers to board at the Winchester Station in the City of
Campbell.

Employer-Based Shuttles
Employer-based shuttles play a role in Los Gatos transit as they provide
connections to major employers in the area, such as Apple, Google,
Netflix, and Facebook. There are a number of employer-based shuttle
services located in Los Gatos, as well as in adjacent cities. One example
is the Google Commute Program, which provides free shuttle service for
Google employees between the Town and their Mountain View Campus.
Netflix shuttles employees into Los Gatos from locations such as San
Francisco, Mountain View, the East Bay, and Santa Cruz.

Key Transit Origins and Destinations
Figure 4.6-1 shows the existing VTA bus routes and average daily
ridership (boardings + aligtings) by stop in Los Gatos. Several bus stops,
specifically the Winchester Light Rail Station, the Los Gatos Civic Center
Stop, and the Leigh and Los Gatos-Almaden stop, generate more ridership
activity compared to other stops in the Town. Bus stops with a higher
number of daily users compared to the rest of the Town are considered
key transit origins and destinations for transit, since these are the most
frequent locations where transit trips begin or end within the Town. Key
transit destinations for Los Gatos residents also include VTA’s Winchester
Light Rail Station in the City of Campbell, located to the north.
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Table 4.6-1

Existing Transit Services
Weekdays

Route1

From

To

Operating Hours

Weekends (Saturday)

Headway2

Peak
(minutes)

Boardings
(per day)

Peak Headway2
(minutes)

Operating Hours

Boardings
(Per Day)

27

Good Samaritan
Hospital

Kaiser San José

6:00 AM - 8:00 PM

30

650

37

West Valley College

Capitol Light Rail
Station

6:00 AM - 10:00 PM

30

550

48

Los Gatos Civic
Center

Winchester Transit
Center via Winchester
Boulevard

6:00 AM - 7:00 PM

45

200

8:00 AM - 7:00 PM

60

100

49

Los Gatos Civic
Center

Winchester Transit
Center via Los Gatos
Boulevard

6:00 AM - 8:00 PM

45

150

7:00 AM - 7:00 PM

60

100

61

Good Samaritan
Hospital

Sierra and Piedmont
via Bascom

6:00 AM - 10:00 PM

30

1,500

6:00 AM - 9:00 PM

60

600

62

Good Samaritan
Hospital

Sierra and Piedmont
via Union

6:00 AM - 11:00 PM

30

1,400

7:00 AM - 10:00 PM

60

800

8:00 AM - 8:00 PM

60

350
n/a

Notes:
1.

Weekday and weekend service between July 2018 - September 2018.

2.

Headways are defined as the time between transit vehicles on the same route.

Sources: VTA, September 2018.
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Figure 4.6-1: Existing Transit Network and Ridership
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Future Transit Services and Facilities
VTA’s Fiscal Year 2018-19 Transit Service Plan adopted in May 2017
outlines the redesign of the transit network to increase ridership and to
improve cost-effectiveness. The redesigned transit network will provide a
better balance between the service frequency and coverage in VTA’s
service area. The redesigned system is called the Next Network. Next
Network has three goals: improve connectivity with the Milpitas and
Berryessa BART stations (opening in 2019), improve overall system
ridership, and improve farebox recovery.
VTA’s revised Next Network plans were released by VTA in early 2019.
The revised plan will need to be approved prior to implementation.
Improvements include an extension of Route 27 to Winchester Transit
Center via Los Gatos Boulevard through Downtown. Existing Routes 48
and 49 will be replaced with Route 27, which will have increased frequency
on weekdays and Saturdays. Route 61 will replace Route 62 and is
changing alignment from Mabury Road to Berryessa Road between
Berryessa BART Station and Capitol Avenue. This realignment will
increase the frequency of buses on weekends and extend evening
operating hours. Changes to the routes serving the Los Gatos area are
shown in Table 4.6-2 and Figure 4.6-2.
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Passengers boarding a VTA bus at the Main Street and Santa Cruz Avenue stop in Downtown
Los Gatos.

Regulatory Setting
The regulatory setting for this section overlaps substantially with other
sections in Chapter 4. All Federal, State, and local regulatory setting
pieces are consolidated in Section 4.11.
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Table 4.6-2

VTA Next Network Future Transit Services
Weekdays

Route1

From

To

27

Good Samaritan
Hospital

Kaiser San José

37

West Valley College

48

Replaced with Route 27

49

Replaced with Route 27

61

Good Samaritan
Hospital

62

Replaced with Route 61

Operating Hours

Weekends
Peak Headway2
(minutes)

Operating Hours
(Saturday)

Peak Headway2
(minutes)

6:00 AM - 9:00 PM

30

7:00 AM - 8:00 PM

40-60

Capitol Light Rail Station

6:30 AM – 6:30 PM

60

n/a

n/a

Berryessa BART and
Sierra/ Piedmont

5:30 AM - 12:00 AM

15

6:30 AM - 11:00 PM

20

Notes:
1.

Planned after BART service to Santa Clara County begins.

2.

Headways are defined as the time between transit vehicles on the same route.

Sources: VTA, 2019.
.
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Figure 4.6-2: Future Transit Network
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4.7 Vasona Light Rail
VTA’s Vasona Light Rail Extension Project was initially envisioned to
extend 6.9 miles from Downtown San Jose to Los Gatos, with nine
stations and four park & ride lots. The project was split into two phases
during the planning process. The first phase, a 5.3-mile portion that
opened in 2005, extended light rail service from Downtown San José to
the Winchester Station in the City of Campbell. Phase II of the project
would extend the tracks south along Winchester Boulevard to Vasona
Junction in the Town of Los Gatos. This second phase is described as the
Future Vasona Light Rail Extension.

The Future Vasona Light Rail Extension and SR 85 Transit Guideway Study
have the potential to increase transit ridership in Los Gatos and will link
the Town with other mass transit facilities in Silicon Valley and the greater
Bay Area region. Since these projects will have a significant effect on
transportation within the Town, there is an opportunity for Los Gatos to
take advantage of this connection to mass transit through land use and
transportation network decisions that maximize transit.

Major Findings
▪

The Vasona Light Rail Extension Project is projected to extend the
existing light rail system from the Winchester Station in Campbell
to the Vasona Junction Station at SR 85 and Winchester
Boulevard in Los Gatos.

Existing Conditions
Future Light Rail Extensions
The Future Vasona Light Rail Extension is a planned 1.6-mile light rail
extension that will extend from Downtown San Jose, through Winchester
Station in Campbell, and terminate at a station and park & ride lot known
as Vasona Junction in Los Gatos. In 2018, VTA engaged a consulting firm
to complete a Conceptual Engineering Services Study, which is due to be
completed in late 2018. The construction cost of the Phase Two project
remains unfunded, so the time frame of this project is currently uncertain.
Figure 4.6-2 shows the proposed Vasona Light Rail Extension station and
route.
VTA is also actively working on the SR 85 Transit Guideway Study, which
is evaluating and gathering public input on transportation alternatives for
the 23.7-mile corridor that connects from the SR 85/US 101 interchange in
Mountain View, through the Town of Los Gatos, and to the SR 85/US 101
interchange in South San Jose. Transportation alternatives being
considered include Bus Rapid Transit service and infrastructure, Light Rail
Transit, and other possible future transportation technologies.
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Map of VTA Future Vasona Light Rail Extension (Phase II), which extends the existing light rail
system to Vasona Junction Station in the Town of Los Gatos.

Regulatory Setting
The regulatory setting for this section overlaps substantially with other
sections in Chapter 4. All Federal, State, and local regulatory setting
pieces are consolidated in Section 4.11.
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4.8 Goods Movement
The California 2007 Goods Movement Action Plan (GMAP) identified
priority corridors for investment to improve the State goods movement
transportation system. In addition to their importance for California, these
corridors provide critical links for facilitating global trade. A core principle
of the GMAP is to improve the environment and community health while
improving freight transportation infrastructure.

Major Findings
▪

Increases in on-demand goods delivery services and e-commerce
are changing the way members of the community purchase and
receive goods.

Existing Conditions
Truck Routes
This section describes the current truck routes in Los Gatos defined in the
existing 2020 Los Gatos General Plan. Figure 4.8-1 shows the designated
truck routes through Los Gatos. The following roadways are truck routes
through Los Gatos (Section 10.30.410 of Los Gatos Code of Ordinances):
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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SR 17, SR 85, and Los Gatos-Saratoga Road (SR 9)
Los Gatos Boulevard, north of Saratoga Avenue
North Santa Cruz Avenue, north of Los Gatos-Saratoga Avenue
Los Gatos-Saratoga Avenue
Winchester Boulevard
Los Gatos- Almaden Road
Blossom Hill Road
Lark Avenue

Los Gatos Boulevard, a designed truck route in the Town of Los Gatos.

The Town of Los Gatos relies on efficient and reliable truck routes to
accommodate and facilitate goods movement that is essential for
supporting economic growth and quality of life. Today, changes in ondemand goods delivery services and increases in e-commerce are
changing the way members of the community purchase and receive
goods, which changes the nature of mobility for people and freight. As an
example, Amazon has located several “Lockers” in the Whole Foods and in
two Safeway locations in the Town. Amazon’s Lockers are self-service
delivery where customers can retrieve their orders at any Locker location
by entering a unique pick-up code. Amazon Lockers offer customers
quick and secure access to packages at any time of day and are typically
found in convenient locations like grocery stores, where people frequently
visit for other needs. Consolidating online deliveries into several locations
reduces the needs of delivery vehicles to drop-off packages in residential
neighborhoods, which ultimately decreases the amount of vehicle travel
associated with goods deliveries. Since on-demand goods deliveries are
expected to increase over the coming years, it is important that the Town
considers the needs of commercial and residential goods movement and
the unique needs of trucks and delivery vehicles to limit the impacts
associated with e-commerce.
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Regulatory Setting
The regulatory setting for this section overlaps substantially with other
sections in Chapter 4. All Federal, State, and local regulatory setting
pieces are consolidated in Section 4.11.
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Figure 4.8-1: Existing Truck Routes
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4.9 Transportation Demand Management
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) is the application of
strategies to reduce vehicle travel, with an emphasis during peak periods
of travel, in order to reduce congestion and improve traffic flow without
having to increase the capacity or physical size of transportation
infrastructure.
There are numerous strategies that can be used to encourage residents
and/or employees to use modes of transportation other than singleoccupant vehicles and, therefore, reduce the vehicle miles traveled
generated by a development. Some strategies can be incorporated into
both residential and employment land uses, while others are only
appropriate for one or the other. Examples of TDM strategies include
priority parking for carpools and vanpools, work-from-home schedules,
subsidized or free transit passes, and unbundled parking, which separates
the sale or lease of a parking spaces from the sale or lease of dwelling
units. This section documents the existing TDM programs within the
Town.

Existing Conditions
Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
As mentioned in previous sections, the primary travel mode in Los Gatos
is drive alone. Because the roadway system is mostly built out, widening
the existing or adding new roadways is not a viable option to provide more
transportation capacity for Town residents and employees. Los Gatos is
also surrounded by San Jose, Campbell, Saratoga, and Monte Sereno and,
therefore, has little control over the regional traffic on its major
thoroughfares. As a result, improving the efficiency of the overall
transportation system is achieved by expanding travel options (e.g.,
walking, bicycling, and transit), and by reducing the amount trips made in
single-occupant automobiles.

Major Findings
▪

The Bay Area Commuter Benefits Program requires employers
with 50 or more full-time employees to provide commuter
benefits, such as subsidized transit passes or vanpool costs, to
their employees.

▪

The implementation of SB 743 VMT analysis may require that the
Town review the effectiveness of existing TDM strategies and to
propose and evaluate future strategies to reduce VMT per capita
in the Town. A key opportunity resulting from this is that the
Town may develop a TDM program and use the AB 1600 impact
fee program to fund a Town-wide TDM program, which would
allow for projects to be linked to a VMT reduction program that
could mitigate CEQA VMT impacts.

Clipper cards, which is a reloadable card used for electronic transit fare payment in the San
Francisco Bay Area, are often used in TDM programs as subsidized or free transit passes.

The Town requires the implementation of trip reduction and travel
demand requirements pursuant to Government Code Section 65089.3,
which is satisfied through the administration, implementation, and
enforcement by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD).
The BAAQMD is the agency that regulates sources of air pollution in the
San Francisco Bay Area, including Los Gatos. Regulation 14, Rule 1, also
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known as the Bay Area Commuter Benefits Program, requires employers
with 50 or more full-time employees in the Bay Area to provide commuter
benefits, such as subsidized transit passes or vanpool costs, to their
employees. The purpose of this rule is to improve air quality, reduce
emissions of greenhouse gases and other air pollutants, and decrease
traffic congestion in the San Francisco Bay Area by encouraging
employees to commute to work by transit and other alternative commute
modes, such as vanpooling, carpooling, bicycling, or walking.

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) as a VMT Reduction
Tool
Traditional CEQA mitigation strategies for transportation impacts have
involved reducing delay and improving LOS at the intersection or roadway
segment level by:
▪

Increasing capacity by modifying intersection control devices
(e.g., signalizing a stop-controlled intersection) or adding lanes;

▪

Modifying a project or plan to reduce the intensity of planned
development or improve the mix of uses proposed to encourage
interaction between uses; or

▪

Expanding TDM programs to further encourage travel by other
modes (i.e., bicycling instead of driving) or during less congested
time periods (i.e., shifting start times so employees do not need to
commute during peak periods).

With the shift to VMT as the CEQA transportation metric, the strategies
behind CEQA mitigation shifts focus to enhancing roadway system
operations in favor of reducing the number of automobile trips, reducing
the distance of the remaining automobile trips, and increasing vehicle
occupancies for automobile trips that do occur. VMT reduction goals can
be met using additional TDM strategies or by land use modifications, as
noted in the section on Existing Vehicle-Miles Traveled (see Section 4.2).
Chapter 6 of the 2020 General Plan states “all major development
proposals shall be required to include a detailed, verifiable TDM program
for consideration by the Town during the review of the development
application.” The implementation of SB 743 VMT analysis may require
that the Town review the effectiveness of existing TDM strategies and to
propose and evaluate future strategies to reduce VMT per capita in the
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Town. A key opportunity resulting from this is that the Town may develop
a TDM program and use the AB 1600 impact fee program to fund a Townwide TDM program, which would allow for projects to link themselves to a
VMT reduction program that could mitigate CEQA VMT impacts.

Regulatory Setting
The regulatory setting for this section overlaps substantially with other
sections in Chapter 4. All Federal, State, and local regulatory setting
pieces are consolidated in Section 4.11.

4.10 Parking
This section describes the existing parking supply and regulations in the
Town. The Town has a variety of parking options, including on-street
parking with and without time restrictions, and off-street parking lots.
Some off-street lots have time restrictions and others do not. In some
specifically designated residential neighborhoods a parking permit is
required.

Major Findings
▪

Six Residential Parking Permit Districts are located close to
Downtown Los Gatos as well as one Employee Permit District.

Existing Conditions
Parking Supply and Regulations
There are six public parking lots that provide free unlimited parking until 3
am (no parking from 3 am to 5 am) that are within one or two blocks of
Downtown:
▪

South Side Lot located at South Santa Cruz Avenue just south of
the post office across from the Toll House Hotel.

▪

Park Avenue Lot located on Park Avenue at West Main Street.

▪

Surface parking in Lot #1 between SR 9 and Bachman Avenue.
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▪

Surface parking in Lot #2 between Bachman Avenue and Royce
Street.

▪

Underground parking in Lot #4 between Elm Street and Gray's
Lane.

▪

Surface parking in Lot #6 between Lyndon Avenue and North
Santa Cruz Avenue.

▪

Miles Avenue Lot - Located at the bottom of the hill on Miles
Avenue.

▪

Montebello Lot on Montebello Way next to the Post Office.

▪

North Side Lot located on the north side of SR 9 between
University Avenue and North Santa Cruz Avenue.

The remaining parking spaces and lots have three-hour time limits on
weekdays and are monitored by the Town parking enforcement unit.
Most downtown streets have a two-hour time limit prior to 6PM.

On-street parking restrictions that limit vehicles from parking more than two-hours between
9AM and 6PM every day, except on Fridays through Sundays from 11PM to 3AM when parking
is reserved for taxis only.

The Town of Los Gatos issues residential and employee parking permits
for specific locations around Town. There are six Residential Parking
Permit Districts close to Downtown Los Gatos and there is one Employee
Permit District. The parking permits are valid only for residents
and businesses in those specific districts and allow unlimited parking to
permit holders within their district. Special Event Parking Permits can be
purchased by resident permit holders for their guests and are for use in
residential areas only. Parking permits can be purchased for construction
vehicles working within the permit districts.
Parking demand in Downtown Los Gatos is generally high during the day.
Restricted neighborhood parking means many nearby streets are off limits
for visitors which is beneficial for residents but can exacerbate the parking
shortage.
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Vehicles parked in the off-street lot located near Old Town in Los Gatos.
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“Electric Vehicle Charging Only” parking sign identifying spaces with electric vehicle charging
facilities.

Vehicles parked in the free underground parking structure with no time limits in Downtown Los
Gatos.

Regulatory Setting
The regulatory setting for this section overlaps substantially with other
sections in Chapter 4. All Federal, State, and local regulatory setting pieces
are consolidated in Section 4.11.
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4.11 Regulatory Setting

been adopted into other guides, such as the California Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices (2014).

This section describes the transportation regulatory framework, which
includes Federal, State, Regional, and local programs and other plans
related to the Los Gatos 2020 General Plan Transportation Element and
the associated environmental impact report (EIR).

State Agencies and Regulations

Federal Agencies and Regulations
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. The Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) of 1990 provides comprehensive rights and protections to
individuals with disabilities. The goal of the ADA is to assure equality of
opportunity, full participation, independent living, and economic selfsufficiency for people with disabilities. To implement this goal, the United
States Access Board, an independent federal agency created in 1973 to
ensure accessibility for people with disabilities, has created accessibility
guidelines for public rights-of-way. While these guidelines have not been
formally adopted, they have been widely followed by jurisdictions and
agencies nationwide in the last decade. The guidelines, last revised in July
2011, address various issues, including roadway design practices, slope
and terrain issues, pedestrian access to streets, sidewalks, curb ramps,
street furnishings, pedestrian signals, parking, and other components of
public rights-of-way. The guidelines apply to all proposed roadways in the
project area.
Federal Highway Administration. The Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) is the agency of the United States Department of Transportation
(DOT) responsible for the federally-funded roadway system, including the
interstate highway network and portions of the primary State highway
network, such as Highway 101. FHWA funding is provided through the
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21). MAP-21 can be
used to fund local transportation improvements in Los Gatos, such as
projects to improve the efficiency of existing roadways, traffic signal
coordination, bikeways, and transit system upgrades.
NACTO. The National Association of City Transportation Officials
(NACTO) has published design guidelines that establish best practice
requirements for multimodal urban streets (Urban Street Design Guide,
2013), and bicycle facilities in towns and cities (Urban Bikeway Design
Guide, 2014). These design guidelines provide multimodal standards for
enhancing the comfort and visibility of pedestrians and cyclists in urban
environments. The treatments identified in the NACTO guidelines have
Public Draft Background Report | March 2019

California Department of Transportation. Caltrans has authority over the
State highway system, including freeways, interchanges, and defined
arterial routes. Caltrans operates and maintains State highways in Los
Gatos including SR 9, SR 17, and SR 85. The Guide for the Preparation of
Traffic Impact Studies (Caltrans 2001) provides information that Caltrans
uses to review impacts on State highway facilities, including freeway
segments. However, as the Congestion Management Agency (CMA), VTA,
is responsible for monitoring operations on Caltrans facilities within Santa
Clara County and VTA guidelines and thresholds are used. Caltrans also
publishes design guidance for facilities under its jurisdiction. The
Highway Design Manual (2016) provides guidelines for roadway design
and bicycle facility design. Its bicycle design standards provide a
minimum acceptable standard within Santa Clara County (VTA Bicycle
Technical Guidelines, 2011). The California Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (2014) adapts federal standards for street markings,
traffic signals, and street signs for use in California.
California Transportation Commission. The California Transportation
Commission (CTC) consists of nine members appointed by the Governor.
The CTC is responsible for the programming and allocation of funds for
the construction of highway, passenger rail, and transit improvements
throughout the State. The CTC is also responsible for managing the State
Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) and the State Highway
Operation and Protection Program (SHOPP) funding programs.
Assembly Bill (AB) 1358. AB 1358, or the California Complete Streets Act
of 2008, requires towns, cities, and counties, when updating their general
plans, to ensure that local streets meet the needs of all users.
Assembly Bill (AB) 32. With the Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006,
AB 32, the State of California committed itself to reducing greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. The California Air Resources
Board (CARB) is coordinating the response to comply with AB 32.
In 2007, CARB adopted a list of early action programs that could be put in
place by January 1, 2010. In 2008, CARB defined its 1990 baseline level of
emissions, and by 2011 it completed its major rule making for reducing
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GHG emissions. Rules on emissions, as well as market-based
mechanisms like the proposed cap and trade program, took effect in
2012.
On December 11, 2008, CARB adopted its Proposed Scoping Plan for AB
32. This scoping plan included the approval of Senate Bill (SB) 375 as the
means for achieving regional transportation related GHG targets. SB 375
provides guidance on how curbing emissions from cars and light trucks
can help the State comply with AB 32.
Senate Bill (SB) 743. SB 743, approved on September 27, 2013, includes
the following two legislative intent statements:
▪

▪

Ensure that the environmental impacts of traffic, such as noise,
air pollution, and safety concerns, continue to be properly
addressed and mitigated through the California Environmental
Quality Act.
More appropriately balance the needs of congestion management
with statewide goals related to infill development, promotion of
public health through active transportation, and reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions.

These statements are important because they provide direction to OPR
and to lead agencies. For OPR, the direction is largely about what new
metrics should achieve. For lead agencies, the direction is about expected
changes in transportation analysis (and related technical areas) plus what
factors to consider for significance thresholds.
SB 743 contains amendments to current congestion management law
that allows towns, cities, and counties to effectively opt-out of the LOS
standards that would otherwise apply. Further, SB 743 requires the
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR) to update the CEQA
Guidelines and establish, “... criteria for determining the significance of
transportation impacts of projects within transit priority areas.” The new
criteria, “… shall promote the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, the
development of multimodal transportation networks, and a diversity of
land uses.” Once the Secretary of the Natural Resources Agency certifies

the new guidelines, then “…automobile delay, as described solely by level
of service or similar measures of vehicular capacity or traffic congestion
shall not be considered a significant impact on the environment…, except
in locations specifically identified in the guidelines, if any.”
OPR submitted final guidelines in late 2017 to the Resources Agency for
rulemaking and is recommending automobile2 VMT as the preferred CEQA
transportation metric and the elimination of auto delay and LOS
Statewide. In February 2019, the California Natural Resources Agency
adopted the CEQA Guidelines update package, including the Guidelines
section implementing SB 743. As per the adopted CEQA Guidelines, the
effective date of SB 743 is July 1, 2020.

Regional Agencies and Regulations
Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC). The MTC is the Bay
Area regional transportation planning agency and federally designated
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO). MTC is responsible for
preparing the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), a comprehensive
blueprint for the development of mass transit, highway, airport, seaport,
railroad, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities. The RTP is a 20-year plan that is
updated every 3 years to reflect new planning priorities and changing
projections of future growth and travel demand. The long-range plan
must be based on a realistic forecast of future revenues, and the
transportation projects taken as a whole must help improve regional air
quality. The MTC also screens requests from local agencies for State and
federal grants for transportation projects to determine compatibility with
the RTP.
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA). VTA serves two
roles in Santa Clara County—first, as the primary transit operator, and
second, as the Congestion Management Agency (CMA).
In its role as transit operator, VTA is responsible for development,
operation, and maintenance of the bus and light-rail system within the
County. VTA operates more than 70 bus lines and three light-rail lines, in
addition to shuttle and paratransit service. It also provides transit service
to major regional destinations and transfer centers in adjoining counties.

Automobile includes passenger cars and light trucks. However, OPR’s Technical Advisory
allows VMT analysis to include all vehicles (i.e., commercial trucks).
2
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As the County’s CMA, VTA is responsible for managing the County’s
blueprint to reduce congestion and improve air quality. VTA is authorized
to set State and federal funding priorities for transportation improvements
that affect the Santa Clara CMP transportation system. Priority projects
are also eligible for the RTP. The CMP roadway network in Los Gatos
includes all State highways, and some principal arterials and intersections,
while the transit network includes selected bus service.
Santa Clara Countywide Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan. The Santa
Clara Countywide Bicycle Plan synthesizes other local and County plans
into a comprehensive 20-year cross-County bicycle corridor network and
expenditure plan. The long-range countywide transportation plan and the
means by which projects compete for funding and prioritization are
documented in VTP 2040. VTA adopted the Santa Clara Countywide
Bicycle Plan in 2018.
Valley Transportation Plan (VTP) 2040. As the CMA for Santa Clara
County, VTA is responsible for the development of a long-range
countywide transportation plan, called VTP 2040. VTP 2040 provides
programs, projects, and policies for roadways, transit, Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) and Systems Operations Management,
bicycle and pedestrian facilities, and land use and transportation
integration. VTP 2040 projects serve as VTA’s recommendations for the
RTP known as the Plan Bay Area. VTA 2040 was adopted by VTA’s Board
of Directors in September of 2014.
Measure B is a countywide half-cent 30-year sales tax measure approved
on the November 2016 ballot, is a critical element of Envision Silicon
Valley to fund their transportation priority projects. VTA is currently
working on criteria for allocating funds in the various categories.

VTA Complete Streets Program. VTA, in a collaborative effort with its
member agencies and partner agencies, Caltrans, and the MTC, is in the
process of developing a Complete Streets Program for Santa Clara
County. The main objective of this program is to formulate a process for
instituting incremental “complete street” improvements in Santa Clara
County.

Local Agencies, Regulations, and Policies
This section describes the local transportation agencies and plans.
Los Gatos Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan. The Los Gatos Bicycle
and Pedestrian Master Plan (2017) was created to provide the Town with
a roadmap for enhancing bicycle and pedestrian mobility throughout the
Town by identifying and prioritizing projects, policies, and programs that
will help make Los Gatos a more comfortable place to bike and walk.
Los Gatos Traffic Impact Policy. The Los Gatos Traffic Impact Policy
(2014) is intended to guide Town staff and the development community in
implementing traffic impact provisions (Town Municipal Code, Chapter 15,
Article VII, Traffic Impact Mitigation Fees). Projects that are determined
by the Town to generate one or more net new Average Daily Trip are
subject to this policy. Projects that generate 20 or more Peak Hour Trips
shall be required to complete a comprehensive Traffic Impact Analysis
(TIA) report. The Town Traffic Engineer will determine the need for a
traffic impact study based on the net increase in traffic and the traffic
conditions in the nearby area.

VTA Next Network Project. VTA is currently redesigning its transit
service as part of the Next Network Project. The project has three goals:
improve connectivity with the Milpitas and Berryessa BART stations
(opening in 2019), improve overall system ridership, and improve farebox
recovery. To meet these goals, VTA and its consultant have identified
three conceptual alternatives that provide different ratios of high-ridership
service and high-coverage service. VTA circulated a proposed draft plan
to committees and members of the public in early 2017. Changes
identified in the Next Network project will be incorporated in VTA’s next
transit service plan, which went into effect in 2017 with implementation
tied to the opening of BART in San Jose.
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